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Type 1 and type 2 diabetes—chalk and cheese?
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The conventional wisdom is that the two major subtypes of
diabetes, type 1 and type 2, represent distinct conditions
with widely different pathophysiologies. However, the
growing recognition that a substantial proportion of people
with diabetes have features of both type 1 and type 2
diabetes [1] indicates that it may not always be possible to
assign each patient to a neat diagnostic box. Instead, we
should probably be thinking more in terms of a spectrum of
disease, with ‘typical’ type 1 diabetes at one extreme and
‘typical’ type 2 diabetes at the other. Indeed, some go
further and try to explain the clinical overlap, together with
the growing incidence of all types of diabetes, by proposing

that both major forms of diabetes share common aetiolog-
ical factors. One widely cited example is the ‘accelerator
hypothesis’ [2], which holds that increasing rates of obesity
and insulin resistance contribute to the development of
type 1 and type 2 diabetes by driving a more rapid decline
in beta cell function, irrespective of the nature of the
original islet insult.

By defining fundamental pathophysiological processes
underlying individual susceptibility to disease, genetic
analyses have the potential to inform debates such as
these. With the recent crop of genome-wide association
studies taking the tally of loci confidently implicated in
the pathogenesis of multifactorial forms of diabetes [3–
5] to more than 60, it has become possible to use these to
explore the ‘aetiological architecture’ of diabetes. A
number of recent papers describe attempts to do just this
[6–14].

In this issue of Diabetologia, Raj and colleagues take a
panel of variants known to influence individual risk of
type 2 diabetes and examine their effects on predisposition
to type 1 diabetes [12]. Since the effects of these variants
on type 2 diabetes risk are quite modest (odds ratios of
1.1 to 1.4 per allele), an important feature of this study
was the use of large sample collections (more than 25,000
individuals). This allowed the authors to be confident that
they had not missed small, but nonetheless informative,
effects of these variants on risk of type 1 diabetes. Apart
from a modest association between the Pro12Ala variant
in the PPARG gene and type 1 diabetes, there was no
evidence that these type 2 diabetes risk variants impact on
susceptibility to type 1 diabetes. The authors conclude
that this argues strongly against pathophysiological
mechanisms common to both major forms of diabetes.
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These findings seem hard to reconcile with hypotheses
that invoke aetiological mechanisms common to type 1 and
type 2 diabetes. Perhaps, though, the paper by Raj and
colleagues is not quite the ‘knockout’ blow that it first
appears. One limitation is that the panel of 12 variants
examined explains only a minority (probably between 5%
and 10%) of the inherited susceptibility to type 2 diabetes
[4]. As additional type 2 diabetes susceptibility loci emerge
from large-scale genotyping and re-sequencing studies, it is
conceivable that some of these might highlight pathways
that, in contrast to those uncovered so far, are shared by
type 1 and type 2 diabetes.

It is also worth noting that most of the type 2 diabetes
variants tested by Raj and colleagues are thought to operate
by effects on beta cell function and/or mass. Of those
tested, only the variants in PPARG and FTO influence type 2
diabetes predisposition through effects on insulin action or
obesity [15]. It is these, then, which represent the most
pertinent tests of the accelerator hypothesis. Interestingly,
Raj and colleagues did find that the Ala12 variant allele in
PPARG, which has long been known to be protective against
type 2 diabetes [16], also appears to have a similar
protective effect on type 1 diabetes, corroborating an
observation previously reported in Danish parent–offspring
trios [17]. Since one of the downstream effects of the Ala
allele is to improve insulin sensitivity [18], this observation
could be considered to support the ‘accelerator hypothesis’.
However, failure to detect similar effects on type 1 diabetes
risk at FTO [11, 13] is difficult to square with this
interpretation, and Raj and colleagues propose instead that
the relationship between Pro12Ala and type 1 diabetes risk
is mediated through the known actions of peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor gamma on inflammation
[19].

If we accept, with these qualifications, that the results
from Raj et al. argue against a great deal of overlap in the
pathogenesis of type 1 and type 2 diabetes, what should we
make of conditions such as latent autoimmune diabetes of
adulthood (LADA), which manifestly have elements of
both [20]? The diagnosis of LADA typically rests on the
presence of islet autoantibodies in a diabetic individual
for whom there is no absolute and immediate require-
ment for long-term insulin therapy. Several difficulties
complicate the interpretation of research in this area,
including absence of a consistent definition [21] and
diagnostic reliance on a measure (i.e. beta cell autoanti-
bodies) for which assays are not always standardised [22]
and for which there is a non-trivial background level of
positivity in the non-diabetic population. The clinical
significance of autoantibody-positivity in otherwise
healthy individuals is unclear, but it does mean that the
mere presence of autoantibodies cannot be taken as certain
proof that islet autoimmunity was causal for the diabetic

phenotype in any given patient. Nonetheless, clinical
studies do define a consistent phenotype of individuals
who show fewer signs of insulin resistance than antibody-
negative (type 2 diabetic) patients and who progress to
insulin therapy more rapidly [23].

Here again, genetic studies are providing important
aetiological clues. A series of papers over the past decade
has shown that individuals with LADA share the HLA,
insulin gene and PTPN22 variant associations that are
characteristic of type 1 diabetes [8, 9, 12, 24]. These
findings establish that the islet autoimmunity of LADA is
causal (rather than secondary to exposure to antigens
released from islet cells destroyed by other processes).
They also indicate that LADA and type 1 diabetes have
common aetiological mechanisms. The widely accepted
view is that LADA is a ‘forme fruste’ of type 1 diabetes,
representing a more indolent course of autoimmune beta
cell destruction occurring in individuals with less extreme
genetic predisposition and/or more restricted exposure to
the relevant environmental triggers.

A recent paper appears to challenge this view [7]. Cervin
and colleagues showed that variants in the TCF7L2 gene
(which have the largest effect on type 2 diabetes suscep-
tibility of any common variant yet identified) are also
strongly associated with LADA. This finding would seem
to point towards shared determinants of type 2 diabetes and
LADA, reigniting the notion of overlap between the
development of type 2 diabetes and propensity to autoim-
mune diabetes.

Could inflammation be one process that unites
autoimmune and non-autoimmune forms of diabetes?
The association between PPARG variants and type 1
diabetes [13, 17] would be consistent with such an idea.
Moreover, type 2 diabetes is certainly characterised by
raised inflammatory markers [25]. However, the observa-
tion that variants known to influence inflammatory and
immune processes (including many of the variants impli-
cated in type 1 diabetes susceptibility) show no evident
relationship to type 2 diabetes risk argues strongly against
this view [26]. Besides, if the TCF7L2 association with
LADA betrays overlap with autoimmune disease, the same
TCF7L2 variants should surely influence type 1 diabetes
risk, a hypothesis which has been comprehensively refuted
[10, 13].

There may, of course, be other, more innocent, explan-
ations to the findings of Cervin and colleagues. One
relatively trivial solution relates to the high background
level of autoantibodies in the population being tested.
Given a level of GADA positivity in their controls of
around 4% [24], any definition assigning all type 2 diabetes
individuals who also happen to be GADA-positive (9%
overall) to the category of LADA could be expected to
result in a heterogeneous grouping that includes ‘true
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LADA’ and ‘type 2 diabetes with incidental islet autoim-
munity’ and therefore has genetic similarities to both type 1
and type 2 diabetes.

The second possible explanation builds on the high
prevalence of type 2 diabetes and islet autoimmunity. Both
can result in progressive beta cell failure, albeit through
different mechanisms, and once the depletion in beta cell
function reaches a certain point, diabetes ensues. Many
individuals will have inherited an enhanced genetic
predisposition to both autoimmune and to type 2 diabetes.
Of those, many will have encountered the relevant
environmental triggers (whatever those may be). It is not
hard to imagine therefore that, for many individuals, the
route to beta cell failure involves the additive influence of
autoimmune- and type 2 diabetes-related mechanisms.
Several of the type 2 diabetes susceptibility loci, for
example, may influence beta cell mass, through effects on
development, replication or senescence [4], rendering those
unlucky enough to have inherited a large number of such
susceptibility alleles especially vulnerable to any other
process that compromises beta cell performance. The
groups of relatively early-onset LADA cases that tend to
be recruited to genetic studies are likely to be enriched for
both an autoimmune diathesis and type 2 diabetes predis-
position, since the combined action of indolent islet
autoimmunity and subtle (type 2 diabetes-related) beta cell
failure may generate diabetes some years earlier than either
acting alone. Little surprise then, that type 2 diabetes
susceptibility alleles can be detected in such studies,
although the size of currently available LADA collections
(a few hundred cases at the most) makes it difficult to
demonstrate this for variants with effect-sizes smaller than
those in TCF7L2.

What do all these studies tell us about the ‘aetiological
architecture’ of the different diabetes subtypes? Because
autoimmune and type 2 diabetes are common and because
they converge towards progressive beta cell failure, they
may jointly contribute to the development of diabetes in a
proportion of patients. In these individuals it would be
entirely appropriate to speak of shared aetiology and
overlap. However, there seems little from these genetic
studies to disturb the conventional view that type 1 diabetes
and LADA are diseases primarily driven by the autoim-
mune destruction of pancreatic beta cells and that type 2
diabetes is a condition of progressive beta cell failure
attributable to entirely distinct (but as yet uncertain)
mechanisms.
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